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Abstract 
We examine the homotopy theory of simplicial graded abelian Hopf algebras over a prime 
field OI,, p >O, proving that two very different notions of weak equivalence yield the same 
homotopy category. We then prove a splitting result for the Postnikov tower of such simplicial 
Hopf algebras. As an application, we show how to recover the homotopy groups of a simplicial 
Hopf algebra from its Andr&Quillen homology, which, in turn, can be easily computed from 
the homotopy groups of the associated simplicial DieudonnB module. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 55U99; 18G30; 18655 
This paper is divided into two parts. The first and larger part is also the more abstract; 
in it we undertake a thorough examination of the homotopy theory of simplicial graded 
abelian Hopf algebras over IF& p>O. The second part is a calculational application, 
relying heavily on the first part and intended partly to demonstrate that the homotopy 
theory of simplicial Hopf algebras deserves consideration. In this second part we show 
that the homotopy groups of a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra support a very rich 
and rigid structure. This has implications for the cohomology spectral sequence of 
a variety of cosimplicial spaces. (See, e.g., the work of the second author [20], or 
Dwyer’s spectral sequence as explained in [2, Section 41.) 
To explain our results in more detail, fix a prime p, and let XLZZ be the category of 
graded, bicommutative Hopf algebras A over FP which are connected in the sense that 
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As g F_. The objects in Y&Z are the abelian objects in the category KG? of graded, 
connected, cocommutative coalgebras over FPp; hence, we call an object in XZZ an 
abelian Hopf algebra. Let s&?& be the category of simplicial objects in %&‘. 
If f : A ---f B is a morphism in s&C& there are two obvious ways to specify when f is 
a weak equivalence. On the one hand, if A E sS&, it is, among other things, a simplicial 
graded abelian group and, as such, has graded homotopy groups n*A 2 H*(A, a), where 
a= C(-~);~,:A,+A,_~. 
We could demand that f be a weak equivalence if rc*f is an isomorphism. On the 
other hand, Y?& is an abelian category with enough projectives, so sZ&’ acquires a 
notion of weak equivalence from [14, Section 11.41; essentially, f : A + B is a weak 
equivalence if the morphism f, regarded as a map of chain complexes over G-P&, 
becomes an isomorphism in the derived category of Y&. Another way to say the 
same thing is this: the category XZZ has a set of small projective generators and, 
hence, there is an equivalence of categories D* : 2~~2 + 9 to a category of modules 
called Dieudonne modules. (See [ 161. Dieudonnt theory is summarized in Section 2.) 
Then the second notion of weak equivalence is equivalent to specifying that 
be an isomorphism. 
That these two notions of weak equivalence are very different is emphasized by the 
following example. Let K E YJ&’ and let B(K)Es%~ be the bar construction on K. 
Then 
x*B(K) %! ToR$(&,, F_), 
but 
concentrated in degree 1. Nonetheless, our first main result (Theorem 5.12) is that the 
two notions of weak equivalence are not so different after all. 
Theorem A. Let f :A--t B be a morphism in slf&‘. Then 71~ f : n*A + n*B is an 
isomorphism if and only if z* D* f : rc* D*A + z+ D* B is an isomorphism. 
This would show, e.g., that a map H -+ K in X&’ is an isomorphism if and only if 
is an isomorphism. Remember that we are working with graded, connected Hopf 
algebras. 
We actually prove much more than Theorem A. We will show that SZ@& has two 
closed model category structures with, respectively, the two specified notions of weak 
equivalence and that, furthermore, the two resulting homotopy categories are equivalent. 
The reader will deduce that our methods are very model theoretic. 
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Our second main result is a decomposition theorem for Postnikov towers in sX&. 
If AE~z@&‘, then A has a Moore-Postnikov tower {A(n)},zs. The details are spelled 
out in Section 5, but one can obtain this tower by taking the Moore-Postnikov tower 
of the associated simplicial Dieudonne module, regarded as a graded simplicial set, 
and then noticing that this defines a tower of simplicial Hopf algebras. Let F(n) be 
the fiber at stage II, defined by the pull-back diagram of simplicial Hopf algebras 
E* -A(n - 1). 
It is well-known (and an observation due to Moore) that if A is a simplicial 
abelian group, then A(n) is non-canonically the product of A(n - 1) and F(n). This is 
essentially because the category of abelian groups has projective dimension 1. The cat- 
egory Z_ has projective dimension 2, so no such splitting occurs in X&. However, 
we have the following. (See Theorem 7.1.) Note that tensor product is the product 
in .X&. 
Theorem B. Let AES%&’ and suppose x0A E IF,,. Then there is a weak equivalence 
of simplicial algebras between A(n) and F(n) @ A(n - 1). 
In other words, the Postnikov tower for such A splits as algebras, even though it 
may not split as Hopf algebras. The splitting is not canonical and depends on a choice 
of null-homotopy of a k-invariant. These invariants are explained in Section 6, and 
the existence of the null-homotopy depends on Theorem A and some remarks on the 
homological algebra of Dieudonne modules from Section 4. 
We claim that Theorem B has strong implications for the homotopy groups x*A 
with A ES%&. We now fix p = 2. Because A E ~2~32 is a simplicial algebra, n*A is 
a D-algebra in the sense of [7,19]; in particular there are operations 6i : x,A -+ nm+iAy 
2 5 i 5 n, doubling internal degrees and satisfying Cat-tan- and Adem-style relations 
(see Section 8). Also A is a simplicial coalgebra, so x*A is an unstable coalgebra 
over the Steenrod algebra. Here the Steenrod algebra is expanded in the sense that 
Sq” # 1; indeed, the action of Sq” on IC*A is induced by the Verschiebung on A. These 
two structures are not unrelated and both interact with the Hopf algebra structure. In 
particular, E+A is an unstable Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra. The details are 
spelled out in [19] and recapitulated in Section 8. The resulting object is a Hopf D- 
algebra. For the investigation of x*A, we note that we may assume that QA g lFP. For 
if A+ is the kernel, in sZ&‘, of the natural map A -+ noA, then xoA+ 2 EP and there 
is a natural isomorphism n*A 2 x*A+ @ QA. 
The first result concerns the D-algebra structure of 7c*A. If n is any D-algebra, 
the indecomposables Q_4 are a module over the operations 6i above and we write 
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[Fz @A QA for the quotient of QA by these operations. The augmentation ideal functor 
on D-algebras to bigraded vector spaces has a left adjoint so; we say B is free as 
a D-algebra if B 5X &( V) for some V. Note that in this case [Fz @A QB % V. For the 
following result, see Remark 8.11.3. 
Theorem C. Let A ES.%_& and suppose n0A E FP. Then n*A is a free D-algebra and 
there is a natural isomorphism 
[F2 @A Qx*A g H$A 
where HfA is the AndrbQuillen homology of A. 
We do not claim that there is a natural isomorphism z*A%&(H$A). The best 
naturality statement we have is in Proposition 8.6. The Andre-Quillen homology of A 
is that of [15, Section 41. One interpretation of Theorem C is that Quillen’s fundamental 
spectral sequence [ 15, Section 71 collapses. As an auxiliary to this result we claim that 
H.fA is easy to compute, especially if one knows rc*D*A. See Section 4. To be fair, 
the statement about AndrC-Quillen homology given in Theorem C is automatic, once 
one knows that x*A is a free D-algebra. We included this statement to emphasize 
computability. 
Theorem C is closely related to one of the main technical results of [ 121. (See 
Lemma 3.1 of that paper.) There the proof is algebraic; here we have understood the 
homotopy theoretic basis for this result. Also, from Theorem C, it is possible to recover 
the main calculational result of [12]. 
Let 29 be the category of Hopf D-algebras, If HE 29 one can form the vector 
space [Fz @A QH. Although the Steenrod operations act on QH such is the nature of 
the interaction with between these operations and the 6i that iF2 &A QH only inherits an 
d(O)= Fz[Sq”,Sq1]/(Sq1)2 action. Let 9 be the category of bigraded unstable d(O) 
modules. The functor 
has a right adjoint /i. Let A E.sX& be so that GA s I?. Then Theorem C and the 
arguments of [12, Section 31 imply that the natural map 
z*A -+ A( F2 @A Qm-4) 
is an isomorphism. The functor n can be easily understood in terms of hectors arising 
in the theory of unstable algebras over the Steenrod algebra. In fact, the forgetful 
functor from unstable coalgebras to modules over Sq* and Sql has a right adjoint lY 
If M is a module over Sq” and Sql, T(M) is an unstable Hopf algebra, with diagonal 
obtained by applying r to the diagonal A4 +M x M, and there is a natural isomorphism 
of unstable Hopf algebras 
T(M) = A(M). 
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See [12, Section l] for details. Finally, the isomorphism IF2 @A Qrr*A %@A of 
Theorem C endows the Andr&Quillen homology of A with the structure of an d(O) 
module. At the end of Section 8 we give an intrinsic definition of this action. 
The reader sensitive to generalization will wonder to what extent our hypotheses are 
necessary. First the analogs of Theorems C and D hold at odd primes; however, for 
homotopy theoretic applications, we would want to consider topologically commuta- 
tive algebras - i.e., xy = (-l)lXl IJJ yx. In the absence of an immediately compelling 
application we chose not to venture into the resulting notational swamp. Secondly, one 
can work with any perfect field, not just prime fields. However, some care must be 
taken with Dieudonne modules. See [16] or [5]. Finally, one could drop the internal 
grading, at the price of adding hypotheses. Our methods apply explicitly to “connected” 
Hopf algebras ([ 181 or [5]); other types of Hopf algebras - group rings, for examples 
_ would have to be treated differently. And Theorem A would not be true as stated 
here: one would only have that f : A -+ B is a homotopy isomorphism if and only if 
D* f : D*A + D* B is a homotopy isomorphism after a suitable completion. 
The second author would like to thank Matthew Ando for several useful conversa- 
tions about Dieudonne modules and the University of Virginia for hospitality during 
the period this work was carried out. 
1. Preliminaries on closed model category structures 
Our main structure result for simplicial abelian Hopf algebras uses homotopy the- 
oretic techniques in an integral way. The purpose of this section is to spell out the 
necessary closed model category structures on simplicial algebras and simplicial abelian 
Hopf algebras. We assume familiarity with simplicial model categories as put forth in 
[14, Part II; 81, and many other sources. 
Fix a prime field Ep and let d be the category of commutative &,-algebras. Here and 
throughout this paper, the algebras (and coalgebras and Hopf algebras) we consider 
will be graded and connected - i.e., isomorphic to &, in degree zero. 
The category s& of simplicial commutative algebras over &, is a simplicial category 
in the sense of Quillen [14, Section 11.21; in particular, there is a mapping space functor 
to simplicial sets 
rnaps.J., .) : SLXZ’~ x sd t S. 
For fixed A~sd, the functor B H map&A, B) has left adjoint K H A 18 K, and for 
fixed B ES&, the functor A H map,,(A, B) from sSe to Sop has right adjoint K H BK. 
If A is a simplicial abelian group, let NA be the normalized chain complex on A; 
thus 
NA, = A,/Im(so) + . . . + Im(s,-1 ) 
and d= CF=i(-l)‘di : NA, --+NA,_l. Then ~~*A=H*NA~~H*(A,C~,(-~);~~). 
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Proposition 1.1 (Quillen [14, Section 11.41). The category s& acquires the structure 
of a simplicial model category structure where a morphism f : A + B is 
(1) a weak equivalence if x* f : x*A + rc*B is an isomorphism; 
(2) a jibration if NA, -+ NB, is onto for n 2 1; and 
(3) a cojibration if f has the left lifting property with respect to all trivial 
fibrations. 
A morphism is a trivialjbration if it is at once a weak equivalence and a fibration. 
There is also a notion of trivial cofibration. A morphism f : A + B has the left lifting 
property with respect to q :X -+ Y if any diagram 
A-X 
can be completed so that both triangles commute. Of course, the map q will have the 
right lifting property with respect to the map f. The “simplicial” in simplicial model 
category means Quillen’s Axiom SM7 is satisfied: if j: A --f B is a cofibration and 
q :X --f Y is a fibration, then the induced map in S 
map,&W)+map,JB, Y) xmp,, (.4,Y)map,JAJ) (1.2) 
is a fibration. It is a trivial fibration if j or q is a weak equivalence. 
To clarify cofibrations somewhat, we introduce the notion of a saturated class of 
morphisms. This is a class of morphisms in a category %? that is closed under iso- 
morphisms, coproducts, retracts, cobase change, and sequential colimits. The last two 
conditions mean this: To be closed under cobase change means that if j: A -+ B is the 
class and 
A-X 
i I I i 
B-Y 
(1.3) 
is a push-out diagram, then i is in the class. To be closed under sequential colimits 
means that if K is an ordinal number regarded as a category with one morphism s 4 t 
with s < t < K, and X : K --) %? is a functor with colim,,, X(s) +X(t) an isomorphism 
for each limit ordinal t < K, and if X(s) +X(s + 1) is in the class for s < K, then 
X(0) -+ colim,,. X(s) is in the class. 
In a closed model category, the class of cofibrations and the class of trivial cofibra- 
tions are both saturated. 
The saturation of a set of morphisms is the smallest saturated class containing that 
set. A closed model category is cofibrantly generated [8] if both the cofibrations and 
the trivial cofibrations are the saturation of a set of morphisms. 
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Let S(.) by the symmetric algebra mnctor. It is left adjoint to the forgetful fimctor 
from d to the category 45 of vector spaces. 
Proposition 1.4 (Quillen [14, Section 11.41). The category s& is cojibrantly genera- 
ted. The cofibrations are the saturation of the set Sf :S(V)+S( W) where f : V + W 
is a level wise inclusion of simplicial vector spaces and NW is finite dimensional. The 
trivial cofibrations are the saturation of the set Sg:S(V)-+S( W) where g: V + W is 
a level-wise inclusion of simplicial vector spaces, NW is finite dimensional, and z+g 
is an isomorphism. 
The reader will have noticed that the sets of morphisms listed in this result are 
not really sets. This problem can be rectified by taking one representative for each 
isomorphism class of the morphisms f and g. We will do this elsewhere without 
comment. 
Before placing a closed model category structure on simplicial abelian Hopf algebras, 
we recall a method of generating new closed model categories from old ones. This is 
spelled out in [S] although the rudiments of the method appear in many places and 
ultimately go back to Quillen’s small object argument [14, Section 11.31. 
The data are the following: One has a cofibrantly generated model category %? and 
a functor G : 9 + %? with left adjoint F. One assumes that G commutes with filtered 
colimits and that if C -+ D is one of the generating cofibrations (or trivial cofibrations) 
of %?, then the object C is small, in the sense that Homq(C, .) commutes with colimits 
over large enough ordinals. Suppose 9 has all limits and colimits. Then 9 inherits 
a closed model category structure from V in the sense that a morphism f :A --f B in 
9 is a weak equivalence (or fibration) if Gf is a weak equivalence (or fibration) in 
%?‘, provided the following condition holds: F preserves trivial cofibrations (F auto- 
matically preserves cofibrations) and the class of trivial cofibrations is closed under 
coproducts push-outs and sequential colimits. Furthermore, one can identify the cofi- 
brations in 9. If I = {i, : C, -+ Da} is the generating set of cofibrations in %?, then the 
set {Fi, : FC, + FD,} generates the cofibrations in 9. 
We next turn to the study of the homotopy theory of abelian Hopf algebras. Let 
A?_& be the category of abelian Hopf algebras over EPp, and let %a2 be the category of 
cocommutative coalgebras over lFP. The forgetful functor 2?Pd --t %?& has a left adjoint 
S; if C E EzZ, S(C) is the symmetric algebra on JC = Ker{.s : C + k} endowed with 
the unique diagonal so that C + S(C) is a morphism of coalgebras. There is a diagram 
of functors 
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where the unlabeled arrows indicate forgetful functors. In this sense S : Kcd --) ~&at’ 
“covers” the symmetric algebra functor S to algebras, which is why we use the same 
notation for both functors. 
We now endow sX& with its usual simplicial structure [14, Section 11.21. 
Proposition 1.5. The category s#& becomes a simplicial model category where 
(1) a morphism f : A --) B is a weak equivalence if z* f is an isomorphism; 
(2) the class of cojibrations is generated by the morphisms S(C) -S(D) where 
C + D is an inclusion of level-wise jinite dimensional coalgebras; 
(3) a morphism f : A t B is a fibration if it has the right lifting property with 
respect o all trivial cojibrations. 
Proof. In [lo], the category SK&’ of simplicial cocornmutative coalgebras was supplied 
with a simplicial model category structure where f : A -+ B is a weak equivalence if 
rt* f is an isomorphism, a cofibration if it is an inclusion, and a fibration if it has 
the right lifting property with respect to all trivial cofibrations. Furthermore, s%?&’ 
is cofibrantly generated. The generating set of cofibrations is the set of all inclusions 
C + D where D, is finite-dimensional for all n. The generating set of trivial cofibrations 
is all trivial cofibrations C + D so that D, has a basis of cardinality less than fi, where 
fi is any fixed infinite regular cardinal. 
The forgetful functor G : sAfsd - s%‘d has left adjoint F = S : s%d --) ST?&, so the 
method above applies. The only serious point to check is that the class of trivial 
cofibrations has the requisite closure properties. But S : s&b + sd preserves all weak 
equivalences, so S: s%?d +sXsZ preserves trivial cofibrations. Finally, the class of 
trivial cofibrations in s&‘& is closed under push-outs, etc., because the forgetful functor 
s&Y& --+ s&? preserves weak equivalences and cofibrations, by Proposition 1.4, and it 
also preserves colimits. Since sd is already a closed model category, we are done. 
To verify SM7, use SM7b [14, Section 11.21, which holds in S%LZ? because it holds 
ins&?. 0 
Remark 1.6. The preceding proof uses, either implicitly or explicitly, the following 
facts: 
(1) If C E %L&’ is a coalgebra, then C is the filtered colimit of its finite dimensional 
coalgebras. See [5] or [ 181. This was used to get the generating set of cofibrations 
in SK&. 
(2) The forgetful functor SXLZZ -+ sd preserves cofibrations and weak equivalences. 
This functor has a right adjoint S* (by the special adjoint mnctor theorem, if noth- 
ing else) and S* preserves fibrations and weak equivalences among fibrant objects, by 
formal arguments. Since every object of SJZ? is fibrant, S” preserves all weak equiva- 
lences. 
We close this section with a short discussion of push-outs, homotopy push-outs and 
the like. 
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First consider the category s&‘, and a push-out square 
il I I 
Xl - Y. 
Thus I’ s Xi @.A X2. If j2 is a cofibration in s&, there is a spectral sequence 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
See [14, Section II.61 or the proof of Proposition 1.9 below. This is a first quadrant 
homology spectral sequence and the grading labeled q arises from the grading on 
homotopy. Note that one can transpose the roles of jt and j2. 
If the morphism jz is not a cofibration in (1.7), then we define the homotopy push- 
out of 
as follows: factor j2 as A -+ Z --)X2, where the first map is a cofibration and the second 
a weak equivalence and set the homotopy push-out to be Xi 8’~ Z. There is a spectral 
sequence 
ToR~*~(~&, n&2) =+ Q(& @A z) 
and the homotopy push-out is independent of the choices up to weak equivalence. 
We will say that (1.7) is a homotopy push-out diagram if the induced map Xi @A 
Z ---) xl @A & ” Y is a weak equivalence. 
Now suppose (1.7) is a push-out diagram in sXc4. One could also form the homo- 
topy push-out of Xt c A +X2 in SJ?& by appropriately factoring j2 in se&; however, 
since, by Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, every cofibration and weak equivalence in s%s&’ 
is also such in s.cZ, the result will be weakly equivalent to the homotopy 




Proposition 1.9. Suppose one has a push-out diagram in s%& 
.il 
i i 
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and j2 is a level-wise inclusion. Then there is a spectral sequence 
and the push-out diagram is a homotopy push-out diagram. 
Proof. Given any “two-source” of algebras Ci c D -+ C2 one can form the bar con- 
struction B.(Ci, D, (22); this is a simplicial algebra with 
and the usual face and degeneracy maps. Note 
Form the bisimplicial algebra 
Filtering by degree in p gives a spectral sequence with 
Filtering by degree in q gives a spectral sequence with 
Since A, +(X2), is an inclusion of Hopf algebras, (X2), is a projective A, module, 
so Epq=O if p>O and Ez*= n*(Xl BOXY). Thus we have the spectral sequence. It 
is exactly this method which yields spectral sequence of (1.8), so a spectral sequence 
comparison argument implies Y is weakly equivalent to a homotopy push-out. q 
A specialization of these ideas is the notion of a cofibration sequence. This happens 
when X1 E Ep. Let us write X for X2. Then A -+X --) Y is a cofibration sequence if 
A -+X is a cofibration and Y E Ep @AX. The homotopy cofiber is the homotopy push- 
out of [F* t A 4X. There is a spectral sequence 
ToR”*~( Fp, cd) + n*Z 
if Z is the homotopy cofiber. Again, if A +X is a morphism of Hopf algebras, it is, 
irrelevant, up to weak equivalence, whether we form the homotopy cofiber in s._& or 
s&?Z. In any case, if A +X is a level-wise inclusion of simplicial Hopf algebras, 
then E_ @AX is, up to weak equivalence, the homotopy cofiber. This follows from 
Proposition 1.9. A sequence A +X + Y will be called a homotopy cojiber sequence 
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if there is a diagram in the homotopy category 
where Z is the homotopy cofiber. A homotopy cofiber sequence A +X -+ Y in sd will 
be called split if X + Y has a section in Ho(sa2) and the resulting map A @ Y 4 X 
is a weak equivalence. 
Finally, there is suspension. If A ES&, the suspension CA of A is the homotopy 
push-out of EP +-A + FP. There is a spectral sequence 
A convenient model for CA, at least if A is cofibrant, is given by PA, where mA = 
FP @A WA and WA is the contractible simplicial algebra with 
(WA)q=A,C3A,-1 @ ... @Al @‘A0 
and face and degeneracy maps given as in [9]. If A is a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra, 
then @A is a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra and there is a weak equivalence CA 21 @A 
regardless of whether A is cofibrant. Note that because %J& is an abelian category, 
the push-out diagram 
A - WA 
is also a pull-back diagram, so A is a model for QmA N QCA, at least if @A was 
fibrant and WA + Ff’A a fibration. We will show how to remove this “fibrancy-fibration” 
clause in Section 5. 
2. DieudonnC theory 
The category %J&’ is an abelian category with a set of small projective generators 
and, as such, is equivalent to a category of modules. Schoeller’s theorem describes that 
category. We recapitulate that result here and use it to elaborate the homotopy theory 
of s.xLzz. 
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Let Fp be our fixed field of characteristic p and let Zp be the p-adic integers. We 
define the Dieudonnk ring on Fp to be the ring R by quotient of the polynomial ring 
R=Z,[V,F]/(VF - p). 
Note that R may be graded by requiring deg(F) = 1, deg( V) = - 1 and Zp = Ro. 
A graded Dieudonnt module M is a positively graded abelian group with an action 
of V and F 
V: Mn + Mnlp, F:M,,+Mpn 
so that VF(x) = px, FV(y) = py. Note that M becomes a graded R-module if we ask 
that for x EM,, and b E R, that 
deg(bx) = p”‘n (2.1) 
with the understanding that bx = 0 if deg(bx) is a fraction. This immediately implies 
p’+‘M, = 0 if n = p’no and (no, p) = 1. 
Let 9 be the category of graded Dieudonne modules. The following is Schoeller’s 
result. See [16]. 
Proposition 2.2. There is an equivalence of categories 
D* :Z&Zl+GS. 
The ftmctor D* is easily described. Write n = p’no with (no, p) = 1. Then the graded 




are primitive. Let H(n) = EP @JZ Z[XO, x1, . . . ,x3] = ffp[xo,xl,. . . , xs] with this Hopf algebra 
structure. Then for HE &‘&‘, D*H = {D,H} with 
D,,H = HomsJH(n), H). 
The operators V and F are induced, respectively, by the inclusion H(n) -+ H(pn) and 
the morphism H(pn) -+ H(n) sending xi to xzF_t. The Hopf algebras H(n), n 2 1, form 
a system of small, projective generators for X&‘. Thus Proposition 2.2 follows once 
Schoeller calculates D,H(n) for all m and n. Again, the following is in [16] (compare 
[12, Lemma 6.71). 
Lemma 2.3. Let &[n], n > 1, be the graded ZP module isomorphic to ZP concentrated 
in degree n. Then there is an isomorphism of Dieudonnd modules 
D*H(n) g R 63~~~ ZJn]. 
The grading must be interpreted as in (2.1). Note that there are natural isomorphisms 
Hom&D*H(n),M) EHorn~~(&[n],M) ZA4,. (2.4) 
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Thus D*H(n) is “free” projective in 9, by which we mean this module represents the 
exact functor A4 H M,. 
There are also “free” injectives. The Iimctor on 9 given by 
is exact and representable. To see this, fix n, and let Hom%(R,Z/pOO) denote the 
Z[ i&graded R-module with 
Homzp(R Z/p- )pln = Hom%(&, UP”) 
and if 4 E Homz+,(Ri, Z,== ), then 
(V4)(x) = 4(Fx), (F4)(x) = 4(Vx). 
Let J(n) 2 Horn&(& Zpm ) be the largest sub-R module which is a Dieudomk module. 
Thus J(n) is the sub-module of homomorphisms 4 : Ri -+ Z/p” so that 
Vk$=O 
if deg( Vk4) = piPkn is a fraction. Standard adjoint functor arguments imply 
HomAMJ(n)) g Hom&K, UP”), (2.5) 
so J(n) is surjective. If A(n) is the (unique up to isomorphism) Hopf algebra so that 
D*A(n)rJ(n), then A(n) is injective in X&‘. 
Note that (2.4) and (2.5) supply explicit recipes for showing 9 (and hence G-F&) 
has enough projectives and enough injectives. Schoeller adds: 
Proposition 2.6. The categories 9 and XJZ? have projective and injective dimension 2. 
We actually give a proof of this fact in Corollary 3.6. 
We now turn to the study of the homotopy theory of ~9, which, by Schoeller’s 
theorem, is the equivalent to studying SY?._&. There are several possible ways to put 
a closed model category structure on s9 - one supplied, for example, by combining 
Proposition 1.5 with Schoeller’s result. We shall use another also. Recall that the 
normalization functor 
is an equivalence of categories between s9 and non-negatively graded chain complexes 
over 9. 
Proposition 2.7. The category ~9, with its standard simplicial structure, becomes a 
simplicial model category where f : A + B is 
(1) a weak equivalence if Q f = H* Nf is an isomorphism; 
(2) a jibration if NA, -+ NB, is surjective for n 2 1; and 
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(3) a cojibration if A, ----f B, is injective for all n and the cokernel of A,, -+ B, is 
projective in 9 for all n. 
Proof. See [14, 11.41. 0 
Note that (3) could easily be rephrased to say NA, -+ NB,, is injective for all n, and 
coker{NA, + NB,} is projective in $9 for all n. 
We note that a morphism f :A --f B in s9 is a fibration if and only if the maps 
induced in internal (i.e., not simplicial) degree n is a fibration of simplicial sets; i.e., 
f : A + B is a fibration if and only if 
f * : map,&hW),A) +map,.#*~(n),B) 
is a fibration of simplicial sets. See [14, 11.41. 
The category s9 is also cofibrantly generated. The forgetful hmctor from 9 to 
graded abelian groups has a left adjoint 
with grading interpreted as in (2.1). The cofibrations in s9 are generated by mor- 
phisms 1 @f :R@$A--,R@z+,B where f :A + B is a level-wise inclusion of simpli- 
cial abelian groups with NB free and finitely generated over Z. Similarly the trivial 
cofibrations are generated by morphisms 1 @ g : R @A ---f R @B with g : A + B a level- 
wise inclusion of simplicial abelian groups, NB free and finitely generated over Z, and 
n*g an isomorphism. 
We close this section with a result intended to help characterize cofibrations in SZ@_&. 
Lemma 2.8. Let f : A + B be a cojbration in sX’_&. Then D* f : D*A + D*B is in- 
jective in s9 and F operates injectively on the cokernel. In particular if BES.#_& is 
cojibrant, F operates injectively on D*B. 
Proof. Notice that the class of injective morphisms A4 4 N in s9 so that F operates 
injectively on the cokemel is saturated. Also notice that if g : S(C) -+ S(D) is any of 
the generators of the class of cofibrations in sX&, then D*g is injective and F acts 
injectively on the cokemel. This last is because the cokemel is isomorphic to S(C/D). 
Thus since the class of cofibrations is saturated, the result follows. Cl 
We conjecture that the converse of Lemma 2.8 is true, but we will not need that 
result here. 
3. Homological algebra of DieudonnC modules 
The other piece of information necessary for our splitting result is a vanishing cri- 
terion for certain EXT groups of Hopf algebras. This will be accomplished through the 
medium of Dieudonne modules. 
We begin with indecomposables and primitives for Dieudonne modules. 
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Definition 3.1. Let ME 9 be a Dieudonne module. Then the module of indecompos- 
ables is defined by 
QM = coker(F : M + M} 
and the module of primitives is defined by 
PM= ker{V:M--,M}. 
Note that QM inherits an action of V and PM inherits 
modules are so named because if HE A?&, then there is a 
IFP[ V] modules 
an action of F. These 
natural isomorphism of 
QD* H ” QH, (3.2.1) 
where QH inherits an action by V from the Verschiebung { : H + H, and there is a 
natural isomorphism of EJF] modules 
PD*H “PH, (3.2.2) 
where PH inherits an F action from the pth power map. To see the isomorphism 
(3.2.1) for example, let T(x) be the divided power algebra (dual to a polynomial 
algebra) on a primitive generator of degree 12. Then 
(QH),* E Homx_&H, T(x)) ” Hom&D*H, D*T(x)) ” (QD*H),*, 
where (.)* denotes the IF,,-dual. Eq. (3.2.2) is proved similarly. 
The fiutctor Q on 9 is right exact and has left derived mnctors; the fimctor P is 
left exact and has right derived hmctors. Let 
be the “doubling” functor; thus 
m=pn’ 
m$Omodp 
with inherited F and V action. 
Proposition 3.3. (1) L,Q = 0 for s > 1 and there is an exact sequence in 9: 
O~L,QM+@M~M+QM+O. 
(2) R’P = 0 for s > 1 and there is a short exact sequence in 9: 
O+PM+ML@M+R’PM+O. 
Proof. The argument is standard, once one observes F : @M + M is one-to-one for M 
projective, and V: M + GM is onto for M injective. 0 
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We can use the fimctors Q and P to characterize projective and injective objects in 
9 and LY?&. Call a Dieudonne module M F-projective if F : A4 -+ M is one-to-one; 
there is an obvious dual notion of V-injective: we require that V: M -+ M be onto. The 
following is inspired by [ 111; the argument is originally due to F. Morel. 
Proposition 3.4. (1) A module MEW is projective tf and only tf’M is F-projective 
and QM is a projective graded Er[V] module. 
(2) A module MEW is injective tf and only tf M is V-injective and PM is an 
injective as an $, [F] module. 
Proof. We prove part (2). Part (1) is dual. If M is injective it is a retract of a product 
of the injectives J(n) of section 2, hence has the stipulated property. This leaves the 
converse. 
Suppose j :M -+ J is an one-to-one map in 9 to an injective J. To show M is 
injective we need only show it splits. Since Pj: PM -+ PJ is an injection and PM is 
an injective Fr[F] module, Pj splits. Thus if K is the cokernel of Pj, we may choose 
a map of LrJF] modules K -+PJ so that the composite K +PJ--,K is the identity. 
Regard K + PJ -+ J as a morphism of Dieudonnt modules, and let J1 be the cokemel. 
Then if PM 4 PJ was a bijection in degrees k < m, the induced map PM -+ PJ1 is still 
an injection and a bijection in degrees k 5 m + 1. Repeat the process and recursively 
define Dieudonne modules J,, and quotients Jn-l -+ J,, so that PM --) PJ,, is an injection 
and a bijection in degrees k I: m + n. Finally, let J, = colim J,,. Then PM + PJ, is 
an isomorphism. Since M and J, are both V-injective, M -+ J, is an isomorphism. 
From this result one can get detailed information about projective and injective 
resolutions. 
Lemma 3.5. (1) Let Me9 be an F-projective Dieudonne’ module. Then M has a 
projective resolution of length 1. 
(2) Let MEW be a V-injective Dieudonnt module. Then M has an injective reso- 
lution of length 1. 
Proof. For part 1, let 0 -+ K --f P -+ M + 0 be the beginning of a projective resolution. 
Then K is F-projective since P is. Also 
O+QK-QP-QM-0 
is exact, since LlQM = 0, by Proposition 3.3.1. Since QP is a projective lFJ V] module, 
so is QK. Hence K is projective. 
Part (2) is similar. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Every object M of 9 has a projective resolution of length 2 and an 
injective resolution of length 2. 
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Proof. Let 0 + K -+ Fo + A4 + 0 be the beginning of a projective resolution. Then K 
is F-projective, so has a projective resolution: 
O-+F2+F1 +K+O. 
Splicing the resolutions together yields the result. The claim about injective resolutions 
is similar. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let M, N E 9. Then ExT$(M, N) = 0 for s >2 and if either A4 is 
F-projective or N is V-injective, then 
ExT&(M, N) = 0. 
Remark 3.8. We make several assertions here without proof. First, if HEX&, is an 
abelian Hopf algebra, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) D*H is F-injective; 
(2) LIQH = 0; 
(3) the Frobenius (.)J’ : H -+ H is injective; and 
(4) there is a vector space V C H and an isomorphism of algebras S(V) 2 H. 
These facts, and Proposition 3.4.1 can be used to characterize projectives in 2~~2. For 
injectives, one has that the following statements are equivalent. 
(1’) D*H is V-injective; 
(2’) R’PH = 0; 
(3’) the Verschiebung 5 : H -+ H is surjective; and 
(4’) there is a quotient vector space H + V and automorphism of coalgebras HE S” V. 
Thus one can also characterize injectives in %CZ!. Statements of this type are 
addressed in [l; 11, Section 11. One line of proof might go, 1 H 2, by Proposition 
4.3, 2 @ 4 as in [ 1, Section 31, and 3 % 4. 
4. The total derived functors of indecomposahles and primitives 
This section extends the homological algebra of the previous section to the category 
~9. The total derived functors of indecomposables can be identified with Andre-Quillen 
homology. This will be done in the next section. 
Define the total left derived functor LQ of the fiurctor Q on ~99 be the formula 
LQM = QN, (4.1) 
where N + M is a weak equivalence in s9 with N cofibrant. The simplicial vector 
space LQA4 is well-defined up to weak equivalence. Since N is cofibrant, it is level- 
wise projective, so, by Proposition 3.3, there is a short exact sequence 
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hence a long exact sequence 
. . . + @IQ~ -% z,M -+ nqLQA4 + @x~_~M + . . . q,LQ + 0. 
Here we used that @ is exact and rc*N ” n*M. 
(4.2) 
Lemma 4.3. (1) If M E s9 is level-wise F-projective, then 
(2) For all M E ~9, there is a short exact sequence of Dieudonnt modules 
Proof. For part (1 ), choose N + M with N cofibrant. Then there is a diagram of 




0~@M--+ M A QM -0. 
The result follows from the induced map on long exact sequences and the five lemma. 
Part (2) follows from (4.2) and the definition of Q and LiQ and Proposition 3.3( 1). 0 
There is a corresponding notion of total right derived functors of primitives, muddled 
by the fact that the functor P on s9 does not preserve weak equivalences among fibrant 
objects - or, put another way, the model category structure we have chosen on s9 is 
built from projectives and thus is not well adapted to studying right derived hmctors. 
There are several ways out of this difficulty, including a closed model category structure 
on s9 built from injectives, but the following is quick. 
Lemma 4.4. Let M E ~9. Then there is a natural morphism q : M + J(M) in s9 so 
that ‘1 is a level-wise injection and a weak equivalence and the normalized Dieudonne 
modules NJ(M), are Y-injective for q>O. 
Proof. The forgetful functor from 9 to graded pointed sets has a right adjoint Z: if X 
is a graded pointed set 
WI = n n J(n), 
n x,-* 
where * is the basepoint. If K E 9, we get a short exact sequence 
O+K+I(K)+I’(K)+O (4.4.1) 
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with I(K) and Z’(K) both V-injective. If K E ch*9 is a chain complex of Dieudonne 
modules, one gets an augmented bicomplex 
K+Z*(K) 
from (4.4.1). The total complex of Z*(K) is given by 
tZ*(K), = 
{ 
Z(&) x Z’(&+i ), 421, 
Ker{Z(&) x Z’(K1)-+Z’(ZCs)}, q=O. 
The augmentation K *I*(K) induces a level-wise injection K -tI*(K) that is a 
homology isomorphism. Note that U*(K), is V-injective if q>O. If M E ~2, define 
J(M) by the formula 
NJ(M) = tZ*(NM). 0 
We now simply define the total derived functor as primitives by the equation, for 
MES9, 
RZJ(M) = P.Z(M). (4.5) 
An immediate consequence is the existence of a long exact sequence 
. . . + 7+q4) + 7cqM -2 @7cqM 4 n,_,RP(M) --) . . . --t @7c,A4. (4.6) 
And we have the analog of Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.7. (1) Zf A4 E s9 and NM, is V-injectiue for q>O, then 
n&P(M) z 7$Ph4. 
(2) For all M E ~53 there is a short exact sequence of Dieudonng modules 
0 + R’Pn,+,M 4 QW(M) ---t P@4 4 0. 
We can now prove the following technical lemma, which is crucial for our splitting 
result. Let S* : d + Sd be right adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
Lemma 4.8. Let A E sSe. Then for all q >O the Dieudonnd module z4D*S*A is 
V-injective. 
Proof. Fix an integer n and write n = p”ns where (no, p) = 1. Then we have the pro- 
jective Hopf algebra H(n) = E&s,. . . , x,] with Witt vector diagonal and if H E Y&Z, 
D,H 2 Homxd(H(n), H). 
The homomorphism V :D,H -+D,ipH is induced by the inclusion H(n/p)+H(n). 
The claim is that this map is a cofibration of constant Hopf algebras in ~2~2. We 
prove this after completing our proof. 
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Assuming this fact, one has a cofibration sequence in s8’_& 
5 + H(nlp) 4 H(n) --f Q&l -+ 4, 
where x, E $,[x8] is a primitive generator of degree n. Thus, for H E s%‘d fibrant, one 
has a fiber sequence of simplicial sets 
map,~d(~bMf) ---) map,_d~i(~W) --t ma~,~dWhl~W). (4.9) 
Since Hom,zd( l$Jx,J, H) = (PH)n (internal degree, not simplicial degree), this fiber 
sequence is 
(PH), + D,H L DNl,H. 
In particular, iVD*H, is V-injective for q > 0, since this is what it means for a morphism 
of simplicial abelian groups to be a fibration [14, Section 11.41. So, applying homotopy 
groups to (4.1) yields the long exact sequence (4.6). 
Now let H =S*A. Then H is fibrant in sV’d, hence in S.YZ’JZZ (see Proposition 1.5). 
Therefore, the sequence of (4.9) is a fibration sequence. By adjointness, this fibration 
sequence is isomorphic to 
maps.~(~[~~l,A)-tmap,~~(~~[xo,...,x,l,A)--,map,~~(~[xo,...,x,-ll,A). 
Since &Jxo, . . . ,xs_l] --+ F&O,. . . , x,] is split as algebras, this fibration sequence is split 
as simplicial sets (but not as simplicial groups). Hence 
n,mapzXd(H(n),S*A) + n4map,z~(H(n/p)Y S*A) 
is surjective - in fact, split sutjective as groups for q 2 1. Thus (4.6) breaks up into 
a sequence of short exact sequences: 
0 -+ 7tgA -+ n4D+S*A 5 @n,Dz+zS*A -+ 0 
and the result follows. 
To see H(n/p) -+ H(n) is a cofibration in SZJZ!, consider the diagram 
S(H(nlp)) ___f S(H(n)) 
H(nlp) - H(n). 
The vertical maps are onto, and the top is a cofibration. We show the bottom map is a 
retract of the top. Since H(n) is a projective, we choose a splitting e : H(n) -+ S(H(n)) 
of S(H(n)) --j H(n). Since 
in degrees klnfp, and all the generators of H(n/p) are in degrees k SnJp, the splitting 
CJ restricts to a splitting of S(H(n/p)) --f H(n/p). 0 
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Example 4.10. One cannot make the dual assertion that +%9(C) is F-projective for 
C E &?A!. For example, let p = 2 and E(x) an exterior algebra on a generator x of 
degree k > 0. Let C = mE(x) regarded as a coalgebra. Then a simple calculation shows 
concentrated in degree k. The function w is defined at the end of Section 1. 
5. Postnikov towers and the equivalence of homotopy theories 
Before stating and proving the main result on the decomposition of Postnikov towers 
of simplicial Hopf algebras, we give a description of what the Postnikov tower is for 
a general abelian category with enough projectives. We also prove one of our main 
results, namely, Ho(s%&) 2 Ho(B). 
Let % be an abelian category with enough projectives and let X E &?. Define the 
nth Postnikov section of X as follows: for fixed k, let I,,$ -+Xk be the kernel of the 
map 
where 4 runs over all injections in the ordinal number category with m 5 n and d is 
induced by the maps I#I* :Xk -+X,,. Define 
x(n), =-%k/In,k. (5.1) 
Notice that there is a quotient map in SV from X +X(n) and that if k < 12, x(n)k =xk. 
There are also quotient maps 
q,:X(n)+X(n- 1) (5.2) 
and X E limX(n). Let F(n) be the fiber of qn, defined by the pull-back diagram 
(5.3) 
Note that in an abelian category, this diagram is also a push-out diagram since 
X(n) -tX(n - 1) is surjective. The reader familiar with the Moore-Postnikov tower of 
a simplicial set [ 131 will see that this new Postnikov tower agrees with the Moore- 
Postnikov tower if %? = sxIb, the category of abelian groups. For if x, y EXk are 
k-simplices, then x = y in X(n), if and only if 4*x = 4* y for 4 : [m] --+ [k] as above, 
which occurs if and only if the nth faces of x and y agree. 
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We now describe the normalization NX(n). Let NX be the normalization of X, 
Z,X=Ker{d:NX,-+NX,_t} 
B,X=Im{8:NX~+t + NX,} ” NX,+t/Z,+X. 
Lemma 5.4. The normalization NX(n) of X(n) is the quotient chain complex of NX 
. . . +04B,X--+NX,,+ ... +NX, +NXO. 
Proof. Use the description of NX as the kernel of 
x, + n Xin, 
d:[ml-PI 
where C$ runs over all injections in A so that 4(O) = 0 and m <k. If k > n + 1, then 
any injection C$ : [m] -+ [k] with m <n can be written as a composition of injection 
C$ = c$‘$ where 4’ : [k - l] + [k] and 4(O) = 0. Thus NXk Cl,,,. If k = n + 1, then 
NX,+t n In++1 = Z,+tX, and the result follows. 0 
As an immediate consequence we have 
Lemma 5.5. The normalization NF(n) of the jiber ofX(n) +X(n - 1) is 
. . . ,0-+B,X+Z,X+0-+ ... +O 
concentrated in degrees n + 1 and n. Furthermore 
Note that the projection map Z,X + 7c,,X defines a canonical weak equivalence 
F(n) -% K(7cnX, n) ” FVQX. (5.6) 
A word on notation is in order here. If %? is any abelian category, then there is a 
functor @ : SW + SW characterized by the equation 
(NWX), = (NX),-1, 
where NX-t = 0. It is this definition of ti which is used in Eq. (5.6). The fnnctor 
r is a model for suspension in s%‘. This functor w is different than the functor @ 
defined on simplicial algebras at the end of Section 1. But it is not that different: they 
are both models for suspension, and if A is a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra, the two 
notions of @’ agree. Since both meanings are ingrained in the literature we will persist. 
We now prove that D* : s~P_d -+ s9 induces an equivalence of homotopy categories. 
We will, in fact prove more - we will show A + B in s%C is a weak equivalence 
in s%&’ if and only if D*A -+ D*B is a weak equivalence in ~9. We will also relate 
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AndrC-Quillen homology of A E SSPSZ to the total derived object LQD*A. The proofs 
go by a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 5.7. The functor D* : s%d + s9 preserves jibrations and trivial jibrations. 
Proof. Let H(n) E 2x2 be the projective so that D,K = Homzd(H(n), K). Then the 
constant simplicial object H(n) E sP& is cofibrant, by Lemma 2.8, so if q :X + Y is 
a fibration in SY?‘& 
9* : map,~~tH(n),X)--tmap,~~(Htn), Y) 
is a fibration of simplicial sets. This map is isomorphic to the map of simplicial abelian 
groups 0,X + D,Y. Since this morphism of simplicial abelian groups is a fibration of 
simplicial sets if and only if (iVDnX& --f (ND,Y), is onto for q >O, 
is a fibration. If q is a trivial fibration, q* is a trivial fibration, hence n,D,X --) xnqDnY 
is an isomorphism for q 2 0. Hence D*q is a trivial fibration. 0 
If A ES&’ is a simplicial algebra, the Andre-Quillen homology H*e, is defined as 
follows. Choose a trivial fibration X + A in sd with X cofibrant. Then H*pA = rr*QX. 
Of course, J@ is a functor on the homotopy category of simplicial algebras. If A is a 
simplicial Hopf algebra, we may take X + A to be a trivial fibration in s&W with X 
cofibrant in sfl&‘. Then X is cofibrant in sd, so H.fA ” n*QX. 
Lemma 5.8. Let AESOP. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
H$A 2 n*LQD*A. 
Proof. Choose a trivial fibration X -+ A in s$ft?& with X cofibrant. By Lemmas 2.8 
and 5.7, D*X-+D*A is a weak equivalence and D*X is F-projective. Thus Lemma 
4.3.( 1) implies 
TI*LQD*A ” n*QD*X. 
But we proved in (3.2.1) that QD*X ” QX. 0 
The following result, which is central to our enterprise, uses the fact that we are 
working with graded connected objects in a crucial way - the last sentence of the 
proof is false without this assumption. 
Lemma 5.9. Let X E s2_& be a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra. Then n*D*X = 0 
if and only if x*X E 5. 
Proof. First assume wD*X = 0. Then, for all n 2 0, the inclusion 
B,D*X + Z,,D*X 
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is an isomorphism. Thus D*F(n) has a simplicial contraction and, then, F(n) has a 
simplicial contraction. Hence rc*F(n) E l$,. Since (5.2) is a push-out diagram, Propo- 
sition 1.9 shows X(n) +X(n - 1) is a weak equivalence. Since X(0) = F(0) we have 
rc*X(n) 2 5. Now, for any k, QX %’ xkX(n) for IZ sufficiently large, so n*X” 5. 
Conversely, suppose rc*X ” E$. Thus the unit map X -+ b is a weak equivalence, 
and @X ?Hfb = 0. Then Lemma 5.8 and the long exact sequence of (4.2) implies 
F: xqD*X -+ zqD*X is an isomorphism. This can only happen if xqD*X = 0. 0 
Lemma 5.10. Thefinctor D* :SS&Z! +s9 sends trivial cojibrations to weak equiva- 
lences and, therefore, preserves all weak equivalences. 
Proof. Let A --+ B be a trivial cofibration. Then it is an inclusion. Let C = 4 @A B. 
Then 
is an exact sequence of Dieudonne modules and rr*C % 5, by Proposition 1.9. Hence 
rcn*D*C = 0 by Lemma 5.9 and D*A -+ D*B is a weak equivalence. 
Since every weak equivalence in S~JZ? can be factored as a trivial cofibration fol- 
lowed by a trivial fibration, the result follows from Lemma 5.7. Cl 
Lemma 5.11. The adjoint 0;’ : s9 + sXd of D* preserves cofibrations and all weak 
equivalences. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 and adjointness, 0;’ preserves cofibrations and trivial cofi- 
brations. To show 0;’ preserves weak equivalences, it is equivalent to show that if 
f :A--+B is a morphism in sX2 so that x*D*f is an isomorphism, then so was 
rr* f. Factor f as A LX --% B with j is a trivial cofibration and q is a fibration. 
Then Lemma 5.10 shows n*D*j is an isomorphism, so we have that x*D*q is an iso- 
morphism. We use this data to show n*q is an isomorphism. Since D*q is a fibration, 
by Lemma 5.7, and xoD*q is an isomorphism, D*q is surjective. Hence q is surjective. 
Consider the pull-back diagram 
F-X 
I I 4 
b - B. 
Since q is surjective, this is also a push-out diagram. Since 
is exact, x*D*F = 0. Lemma 5.9 implies x*F = EPp, so Proposition 1.9 implies x*q is 
an isomorphism. 0 
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Theorem 5.12. The functor D* : s%d --+ s9 and its adjoint 0;’ both preserve all 
weak equivalences and deJine an adjoint equivalence of categories 
D* : Ho(sX’d) + HOW) 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 and Quillen’s result [ 14, Section 1.31. 0 
We can use these results to make a simple application to homotopy pull-backs in 
s%&. If Xi --+ A +X2 is a diagram in s%‘_&, the homotopy pull-back is defined in the 
same manner as the homotopy push-out: factor X2 +A as XzLZAA where j is a 
weak equivalence and q is a fibration. Then the homotopy pull-back is the pull-back 
Xi 0, Z. It is well-defined up to weak equivalence. A pull-back diagram 
will be called a homotopy pull-back diagram if Y is weakly equivalent to the homotopy 
pull-back. By analogy with Proposition 1.9 we have: 
Proposition 5.13. Consider a pull-back diagram in ~2~2 
Y -x2 
I ! 4 
Xl - A. 
If the map q is surjective, it is a homotopy pull-back diagram. 
Proof. There is a diagram of Meyer-Vietoris sequences 
0 - D*Y - D*X, $D*Xz - Dz+zA - 0 
I 
0 - D*(X,O*Z) - D*XI G3 D*Z - D*A - 0. 
Since 71*X2 E n*Z, we have 71*D*X2 g x*0*2, whence z&Y g r@*(Xi 0~ Z>. 
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6. On k-invariants and looped k-invariants 
In the last section we introduced the Postnikov tower of a simplicial Hopf algebra. 
In this section, we give a short description of how k-invariants behave. Although we 
will use the looped k-invariant for our splitting result, we begin with the k-invariant, 
as it is more familiar and because we can use it to emphasize some of the subtleties. 
Let %? be an abelian category, XES%‘, and {X(n)},ks the Postnikov tower of X. 
Let F(n) be the fiber of X(n)+X(n - 1). 
For all Z E s 97, choose a natural inclusion Z ----f CZ so that the projection map CZ -+ 0 
induces a chain equivalence NCZ + 0. Define the object BF(n) and the k-invariant by 
the push-out diagram 
(6.1) 
This is also a pull-back diagram, since 4 is surjective and a homotopy pull-back dia- 
gram. The connection with what is normally known as a k-invariant is supplied by the 
following. 
Lemma 6.2. There are natural weak equivalences in s@? 
BF(n) + @F(n) -K(n,X,n + 1). 
Proof. There is a push-out diagram 
0 - CF(n) 
and a map of Meyer-Vietoris sequences induced by the diagram of short exact 
sequences in SW 
0 - F(n) - O$CF(n) - CF(n) - 0 
0 - X(n) - X(n - l)@CX(n) - BF(n) - 0. 
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An examination of these Meyer-Vietoris sequences shows ZF(n) -+ BF(n) is a weak 
equivalence. But @F(n) is a model for ZF(n) and there is a weak equivalence 
@F(n) --f ~‘K(x,X,n) =K(z,X,n + l), by (5.6). 0 
Remark 6.3. Because (6.1) is a homotopy pull-back diagram, the weak homotopy type 
of X(n) depends only on the class of k,, in [X(n - l),BF(n)],a. This follows from 
a standard argument, recapitulated in some detail (in a dual situation) in the proof of 
one of our results. See Section 7.3. Now there is a spectral sequence (cf. Eqs. (7.4) 
below) 
ExT~(@(~ - l),+Y) + [Z(“+‘)-(P+q)X(n - l),BF(n)],V. 
So if %? has projective dimension 1, [X(n - l),BF(n)],w = 0 and there is a weak 
homotopy equivalence (non-canonical) 
X(n) --X(n - 1) x F(n). 
This happens when %? is the category of abelian groups. If V = &?&, then 
[CX(n - I), BF(n)],w Z ExT~~~(Tz,_&, X,X) 
and this group need not be zero. So X(n - 1) +X(n) need not split as Hopf 
algebras. 0 
We now define the looped k-invariant. For all Z E s%‘d, choose an object 0Z and 
a natural map 8Z -+ Z so that 0 -+ 0Z is a weak equivalence. Thus BZ is a model for 
the path space on Z. If Z is simplicially connected in the sense that Zo = 0 or, more 
generally, if rcnoZ = 0, we may take BZ +Z to be a surjection. Define Y(n- 1) and the 
looped k-invariant Szk,, by the pull-back diagram 
Y(n- 1) A ox(n) 
F(n) - X(n). 
(6.4) 
Note that Y(n - 1) --f U(n) is an injection, since F(n) -X(n) is an injection. If X(n) 
is simplicially connected, 0X(n) -+X( ) n IS a surjection, so this is a push-out diagram 
and a homotopy push-out diagram. 
The following result says that Y(n - 1) is a model for the loops on X(n - 1). 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose X is simplicially connected. Then each X(n) is connected and 
there is a natural weak equivalence F?Y(n - l)=X(n - 1). 
Proof. That each X(n) is simplicially connected is clear. Also, 6.4 is now also a push- 
out diagram, so the cokernel of Y(n - 1) + @C(n) is isomorphic to the cokernel of 
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F(n) -X(n), which is X(n - 1). But 0X(n) N 0 and Y(n - 1) +&C(n) is an inclusion, 
so the cokemel is a model for CY(n - 1)~ @Y(n - 1). 0 
Remark 6.6. Under the isomorphism 
supplied by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.5, the class of Qk,, is identified with the class of k,,. We 
will not need this fact so we won’t supply more details. But it explains our notation. 
7. The splitting results 
We will say a simplicial Hopf algebra X is simplicially connected if Xa F Fp. Let 
X be a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra and let {X(n)} be the Postnikov tower for X. 
Then each of the sequences, n > 1, 
F(n) -X(n) %X(n - 1) 
is a homotopy cofibration sequence. The point of this section is to prove the following. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose X is simplicially connected. Then this homotopy cofibration 
sequence is split in the category of simplicial algebras; i.e., for all n 2 1, there is an 
isomorphism in the homotopy category of simplicial algebras X(n - 1) @F(n) +X(n) 
that jits into a homotopy commutative diagram of cojibration sequences of simplicial 
algebras. 
There is a further decomposition of the fiber F(n) which we will present at the end 
of the section. We also discuss how to weaken the simplicially connected hypothesis 
in Lemma 8.3. 
Theorem 7.1 is proved by calculating with the looped k-invariant s2k, : Y(n - 1) + 
F(n) as defined in Section 3. 
Proposition 7.2. Let X be any simplicial abelian Hopf algebra. In the homotopy 
category Ho(sd), the looped k-invariant Qk,, : Y(n- 1) + F(n) is trivial for all n > 2. 
7.3. Proof of Theorem 7.1. We assume Proposition 7.2. Recall that Y(n- 1) is defined 
by a pull-back diagram in sA?zZ 
Y(n- 1) - ox(n) 
(7.3.1) 
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where 0X(n) is a model for a contractible cover for X(n). Since X is simplicially 
connected, this is also a push-out diagram. Note that, for the same reason, we have 
that 
Now if 52k, was actually the constant map, the universal property of push-outs would 
demonstrate that there was one isomorphism 
X(n) “F(n) @X(n - 1). 
The idea, then, is to deform s2k, to the constant map and claim that the resulting push- 
out weakly equivalent to X(n). Since Y(n - 1) may not be cofibrant, this essentially 
straightforward argument requires a little care. 
Choose a cofibrant object Y E sX&’ equipped with a weak equivalence Y -+ Y(n - 1) 
and factor the composite Y -+ Y(n - 1) 4 f%(n) and Y L C---t &I’(n) where the first 
map is a cofibration and the second a weak equivalence. Define Xl by the push-out 
diagram 
Y -c 
Qk,oj ! ! 
F(n) ---+X,. 
(7.3.2) 
There is a map from (7.3.2) to (7.3.1) and a comparison of the homotopy spectral 
sequences implies Xr +X(n) is a weak equivalence. For the same reason lFp BY C + 
LFp @y(n-l) 0X(n) %X(n - 1) is a weak equivalence. 
Since Y is cofibrant, Proposition 7.2 implies there is a homotopy in h : Y $3 A’ -+ F(n) 
in the category sd from Qk,, o j to the constant map. Define X2 by the push-out diagram 
(7.3.3) 
The inclusion of the O-simplex (0) ---f A’ defines a map from (7.3.2) to (7.3.3). Since 
Y @ A’ + C @ A’ is a morphism in sZ&‘, a comparison of the homotopy spectral se- 
quences implies Xr -X2 is a weak equivalence. Finally, the inclusion of the O-simplex 
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{ 1) -+ d’ defines, in a similar manner, a weak equivalence F(n) @ lFp 153~ C -+X2. 
Finally, one has a diagram 
F(n) 
= T T T = F(n) ’ Xl *Ej7@rC 
F(n) -x(n) + X(n - 1). 
All the vertical maps are weak equivalences and all the horizontal sequences are 
homotopy cofibration sequences. 0 
We now start to work on Proposition 7.2. We begin with a standard lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. Let X E s&f& be any simplicial abelian Hopf algebra so that IZ*D*X 
2 M concentrated in degree n. Then for any A~sSf22 there is a first quadrant 
cohomology spectral sequence 
ExT~(~,D*A,M) + [C”-(P+4)A,X],~d. 
This spectral sequence is equipped with an edge homomorphism 
ExT$(~QD*A,M) ---) [C”-(q’2)A,X],,~~. 
Proof. See [4, Ch. XVII]. The edge homomorphism arises because ExT&(N,M)=O 
for p>2. 0 
Lemma 7.5. Let X E s&f.. have the property that n,D*X = 0 for q > n - 1 and sup- 
pose Y E .s&?sI has the property that Y(q) % FP for q <n. Then 
[X Y],zw g Ex&@-2D*X, n,& Y ). 
Proof. Let {Y(q)} be the Postnikov tower for Y and let F(q) be the fiber of Y(q) + 
Y(q - 1). We can assume D*X is fibrant in ~9. Then there is a tower of fibrations of 
simplicial sets 
~map,~W+X,D*Y(q))~. 
The claim is that 
rcomap,&D*X, D*Y(q)) = E&n,-zDd, TC,D*Y) (7.6.1) 
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if q > n and that 
lim’ rcimap,,(D*X,& Y(q)) = 0. 
The result will follow since 
(7.6.2) 
Lx, Yl dfd ” [DAD* Yl,9 g n0map,&LW* Y(q)). 
For (7.6.1) we argue inductively. If q =n, then Y(q)=F(n) and (7.6.1) follows from 
Lemma 7.4. For larger q, the homotopy pull-back square 
Y(q + 1) -CY(q+ 1) 
Y(q) - fmq) 
of (6.1) yields a homotopy fibration sequence 
map,&&X&Y(q + l))-tmap,~(D*X,D*Y(q))--,map,,(D*X,D*BF(q)). 
Thus, Lemma 7.4 implies 
nn,map.&D*X,& Y(q + 1)) --f ~tmap,9(D*XD* Y(q)) 
is an isomorphism for t < q - n. This at once supplies the inductive step for (7.6.1) 
and proves (7.6.2). 0 
7.7. Proof of Proposition 7.2. We need to show that the class of Qk, in [Y(n - 
l),F(n)&d goes to zero in [Y(n - l),F(n)],d. We show, in fact, that 
[Y(n - l),~(~)lsd =o. 
The forgetful functor SXG! -+ sd and its right adjoint S* satisfy the hypotheses of 
Quillen’s adjoint mnctor theorem [14, Section 1.31; hence there is an isomorphism 
[Y(n - 1 ),~(n)ls.d = [Y(n - 1 )J*wGlsm. 
Since F(n), ” FP for q <n, LT*F(~)~ Z Fp for q <n; therefore, Lemma 7.5 implies 
[Y(n - 1 ),~*eG4%4 g ExT&(x~_& Y(n - l), n,D*S*F(n)) 
2 E~~~~(rt~_iD*X(ti - l), r@+J*F(n)). 
However, the Ext groups are zero by Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 3.7. 0 
Remark 7.8. A consequence of Theorem 7.1 is that for all II 2 0, there is an isomor- 
phism in Ho(s&), for X E sZ& with the property that rccX % EPp, there is a splitting 
q=l 
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and diagrams in Ho(s&) 
d.-1 n-1 
X(n- 1) - GO F(q). 
q=l 
Since, in any given simplicial degree k, the towers {X(lt)k} 
bilize in the sense that X(n)k EXx(n - I )k for iz sufficiently 
isomorphism in Ho(s,_&) 
and {@i=, F(qh} sta- 
large, we may write an 
q=l 
Note that the tensor product makes sense since F(q)k S FP if k <q. Also, by (6.5), 
there is a weak equivalence in S%JZ? 
F(q) = WqH(q) 
where D*H(q) S xqD*H. 
The next proposition further decomposes F(q). This splitting result is a minor vari- 
ation on a result noticed by the second author [19]. 
Proposition 7.9. Let HE Z-P&. Then there is a homotopy cofibration sequence of 
simplicial algebras 
B%(QH) 4 WH + PS(L,QH) 
and this sequence is split. Furthermore, the sequence is natural up to homotopy in 
maps H -+ K in YZVZ, but not the splitting. 
Proof. We use the fact that [ F?S( V), AIs,& ” HomFP(V,zkA). Choose a weak equiva- 
lence A -+ @H in sd with A almost free in the sense of [14, Section 11.41. Then A 
is cofibrant in s&. Filter A by powers of the augmentation ideal and get a spectral 
sequence 
Here S,(W) E W@*/C, is the tth homogeneous piece of the symmetric algebra mnc- 
tor. This is Quillen’s fundamental spectral sequence. Since Es” 2 n3QA 2 HQ$( @H) ” 
L,_lQH we have 
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where E(-) denotes the exterior algebra and r(.) denotes the divided power algebra. 
Since Quillen’s spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of algebras, it must collapse. 
Hence rtiA S n,WH % QH. Choose a map in sSe 
j : @S(QH) i PH 
inducing an isomorphism on 7~1. This map is unique and natural up to homotopy. Factor 
j as 
where i is a cofibration in sd and q is a weak equivalence, and let C = Ep @@S(eH) B. 
This is the homotopy cofiber of the morphism j. The spectral sequence 
shows that rr*C 2 T(LlQH). Thus there is a weak equivalence w2S(L1QH) + C, 
unique and natural up to homotopy. Thus it only remains to show that the sequence is 
split. However 712B E 712 @H + 7c2C %‘LlQH is onto, so there is a lift 
B 
/I 
V2S(L, Qz-z) = c 
and the map 
*S(QH) B R2s(~~) + B 
is a weak equivalence by direct calculation. 0 
Corollary 7.10. Let HE YE’&. Then for all n L 1 there is a homotopy cojbration 
sequence of simplicial algebras 
PS(QH) + JPH + W”+~S(L~QH) 
and this sequence is split. Furthermore, the sequence is natural up to homotopy in 
morphisms H ---f K in XG?. 
Proof. Apply I?’ to the sequence of Proposition 7.9. 0 
8. The homotopy of simplicial abelian Hopf algebras: the D-algebra structure 
In this section, we give our major application: the calculation of rc*A as a fnnctor of 
H*pA, for A E sX&. We work only at the prime 2, as this simplifies the presentation 
considerably. 
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Let A be a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra over IF*. Then rc*A comes equipped with 
a great deal of structure. The totality of that structure makes rc*A into what is known 
as a Hopf D-algebra 2 [ 191. We now give a brief review. 
To begin with, rc*A is a bigraded abelian Hopf algebra. Also, since A is a simplicial 
cocommutative coalgebra, E+A is an unstable coalgebra over the Steemod algebra. Thus 
there are operations on the right 
(+Yq’ : nn,A --f TT+~A 
which have the internal degree and are subject to the usual instability, Cartan, and Adem 
formulas. In particular, Sq’ = 0 if 2i > n, Sq n/2 is the Verschiebung of the Hopf algebra 
TC*A and Sq” is induced from the Verschiebung of the Hopf algebra A,. Note that 
Sq” # 1. Also, since the simplicial algebra multiplication A @A + A is a morphism of 
simplicial cocommutative coalgebras, the algebra multiplication GA 631 TC*A + GA is a 
morphism of unstable coalgebras over the Steenrod operations; that is, the multiplicative 
Cartan formula holds. We say rc*A is an unstable Hopf algebra over the Steenrod 
algebra. 
Next, since A is a simplicial commutative algebra, mA supports higher divided 
power operations - operations that go back to work of Cartan and are studied in detail 
in [3,7]: 
Si(.) : z”A + Xn+iA, 2 < i 5 FI 
doubling internal degree and defined only for 2 5 i <n. The following formulas hold: 
(8.1.1) 6i is a homomorphism for 2 < i < n and 6, = 72, the divided square, so 6,(x + 
y) = 6,X + 6,y + xy; 
(8.1.2) &(xy) = 0 unless degree of x or the degree of y is zero, when Gi(xy) =x2Sy 
(if the degree of x is zero) or 6i(xy) = 6i(x)y2 (if the degree of y is zero); 
(8.1.3) If i<2j, 
Note that (8.1.1) forces x2 = 0 if x E qA, n 2 2. In fact: 
(8.1.4) ifxErc,A, n>l, thenx2=0. 
A bigraded algebra equipped with operations 6i satisfying (8.1.1)-(8.1.4) is known 
as a D-algebra. Since the diagonal A + A @I A is a morphism of simplicial commutative 
algebras, n*A + TC*A @I TC*A commutes with the action of the 6i, where 6i(X @ y) can 
be computed using (8.1.2). One might call such an object a D-Hopf algebra except that 
this would cause some confusion with Hopf D-algebras, so we avoid this terminology. 
* The authors apologize for using the letter D both here and for Dieudonnk modules. These usages are both 
in the literature. We hope this causes no difficulty. 
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Hopf D-algebras arise from the observation the 6i and the Sqj are not independent, 
but satisfy some Nishida-style relations. These relations are the subject of [ 191, and 
we refer the reader to that reference for details. We record here only the following 
relation, because it makes clear that if rc*A is free as a D-algebra, then many Steenrod 
operations must be non-zero. Let 5 be the Verschiebung on n*A and y2 the second 
divided power operation; then if x E n,A and 2 5 j < n 
(6jX)sqj=5Y2(x) + C GS(xsqs). 
2s>j 
(8.2) 
Since <yz(x) is often non-zero, the implications of the formula are very strong. Note, 
however, that j 2 2, so this formula says nothing about Sq” or Sq' . 
The rest of this section is devoted to studying the D-algebra structure of QA, with 
A E s%J&‘. 
We begin our calculations by reducing to the case where A is simplicially connected. 
For any A E sX&, regard ~4 as a constant object in s#& and define A+ E S%LZ? by 
the short exact sequence in sX$ 
Lemma 8.3. The object A+ E sZ& is weakly equivalent o a simplicially connected 
simplicial Hopf algebra and there is a natural isomorphism of Hopf D-algebras 
Proof. To see A+ is weakly equivalent to a simplicially connected object, note that 
D*noA 2 xoD*A concentrated in degree 0. Hence XOD*A+ = 0. There is a simplicial 
Dieudonne module M and a weak equivalence (in ~53) M -+ D*A+ so that MO = 0. Let 
B E SXSYZ be so that D*B EM and B + A+ the induced map. Then B is simplicially 
connected and weakly equivalent to A+. The statement about n*A follows from the 
short exact sequence of Hopf D-algebras 
Remark 8.4. Let A E SZ~!_ECZ. Then D*xoA E xoD*A, so to recover x*A from x*D*A, 
we need only worry about the case where A is simplicially connected. This will be in 
the hypothesis of all our results in the rest of the section. 
We now calculate n*A with its action by the operations 6;. If B is any simplicial 
commutative algebra, then the bigraded algebra n*B equipped with the action by the 
6i, the associated Cartan and Adem formulas and the fact that x2 = 0 if x E x,B, n 2 1, 
is an example of a D-algebra [ 19, Section 21. There is a category of such and the 
augmentation ideal functor Z from D-algebras to bigraded vector spaces has a left 
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adjoint So; in fact, if V is a simplicial graded vector space 
&(n* V)” 7c*S( V). 
By [6], this formula determines SD. 
(8.5) 
Now let A E sA?&‘. Then rcqD*A is a Dieudonne module and we can form Qn,&4 
and LIQnqD*A as in Proposition 3.3. Let Qrc*D*A be the resulting bigraded vector 
space and let ZLlQz*D*A be the bigraded vector space with 
(=lQmDd)p,, =GQ+ID~),. 
Thus we have shifted degrees in homotopy. 
Proposition 8.6. Let A E ~22~2 be a simplicially connected abelian Hopf algebra. 
Then there is a natural exact sequence of D-algebras 
~~p-$SD(Q71*D*A)~71*A--tSg(~LlQ71*DA)~ E,,. 
The sequence is split, but not naturally. 
Before proving this, we will construct the map &(Qz*D*A) + z*A. To begin with 
we produce a map mD*A 4 mA. Since 
an element x E x~D,,A determines a unique homotopy class of maps 
fX : l@H(n) + A 
and, hence, a unique map, rc*fX : n*F@H(n) + z*A. Since H(n) is a polynomial 
algebra, 
rc* FqH(n) ESD(ZqQH(n)) (8.7) 
by (8.5). Here CqQH(n) means QH(n) ” zq @qH(n). Let i,, E QH(n), be the top class. 
Then the assignment x ++ z*fX(i,) defines a homomorphism zqD,A + (x~A)~. The op- 
erator F : zqD,A -+ zqDP,A is defined by the Hopf algebra map H(pn) + H(n) sending 
xi E H(pn) to xl!‘1 E H(n). Hence if x = Fy E zqDP,A, then (8.7) implies 
n*fx(ipn) = 0 E (n,A), 
and we have defined a natural 
QzqD*A + zqA. 
This extends to a map of D-algebra 
iA : S&Qz*D*A) -+ z*A. 
This is the map of Proposition 8.6. 
(8.8) 
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8.9. Proof of Proposition 8.6. By combining Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.10, we 
immediately have that iA is injective. Let 
C(A)gEp C%,(Q~,D,A)WA. 
We need only show there is a natural isomorphism 
C(A) e Sb(CL,Qx*D*A). (8.9.1) 
Then the sequence of Proposition 8.6 is split, because C(A) is a free D-algebra. 
Suppose, for a moment, that we can construct such a natural isomorphism for A 
simplicially connected and x*D*A concentrated in a single degree. Then we induct 
over the Postnikov tower to get a natural isomorphism 
C(A(n)) ~SD(CLIQ~&+A(~)). 
Indeed, if one has such an isomorphism for n - 1, one need only complete the diagram 
IF2 -W(n)) - W(n)) *C(A(n- l))- Et 
I I 
But both rows are uniquely split as D-algebras, as C(F(n)) % [Fz in degrees less than 
n + 1 and the generators on C(A(n - 1)) as a D-algebra all lie in degrees less than 
IZ + 1. Thus the result follows from the next lemma. 0 
Lemma 8.10. Let A ES%& be simplicially connected and suppose n*D*AEM con- 
centrated in degree m. Then 
C(A) = &(CL, QM). 
Furthermore this isomorphism is natural with respect o maps in s.X& among sim- 
plicially connected objects with one non-vanishing roup in x*0*(.). 
Proof. The existence of the isomorphism follows from Corollary 7.10. We prove nat- 
urality. Suppose A is as stated and B is simplicially connected with x*D*B EN con- 
centrated in degree n. By Lemma 7.4 [A, B],xd = 0 unless 0 5 n - m 5 2, whence 
[A,B],p,d E ExT$Y(M, N). 
If m - n = 1 or 2, then C(A) -+ C(B) is the trivial map, since C(B) 2 [Fz in degree 
less than n + 1 and the generators C(A) as a D-algebra lie in degree m + 1. If m = n, 
let H, K E XS? be so that D*H E M and D*K g N. Then a model for f : A --) B, up 
to homotopy is given by 
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where g is the image of f under the isomorphism 
[A,B],zd Z Hom&4,N) 2 Homz&H,K). 
The result now follows from the naturality clause of Corollary 7.10. 0 
Remark 8.11. (1) It is easy to construct examples where the splitting of Proposition 8.6 
is not natural. For example, if A is a cofibrant model for FE(x) where E(x) is the 
exterior algebra on a primitive generator of degree 12 and lFp[y] is the polynomial 
algebra on a primitive generator of degree 2n, then there is a map A + q2F2[y] which 
is surjective on homotopy. However, both the end terms of Proposition 8.6 must map 
trivially. 
(2) One consequence of Proposition 8.6 is that the Quillen spectral sequence for 
rc*A collapses. Assuming A is cofibrant, one filters A by powers of the augmentation 
ideal (cf. the proof of Proposition 7.9) and gets a spectral sequence 
n*S(QA) =+ mA. 
Assuming A is simplicially connected, one uses (8.5) to get 
7t*S(QA) ” &,(H,pA) 
and Proposition 8.6 to get that the spectral sequence collapses. Here one uses the exact 
sequence 
0 + QqD*A + HfA -+ L,Q+,D*A = 0. 
Note that the non-naturality of the splitting in Proposition 8.6 is absorbed in the filtra- 
tion of the spectral sequence. 
(3) The previous remark and Proposition 8.6 immediately imply Theorem C of the in- 
troduction 
Fix A E s~‘Fd and suppose that A is simplicially connected. Then formula (8.1.2) 
implies that the vector space of indecomposables QTC*A supports an action by the 
operations & (now all homomorphisms by (8.1.1) subject to the relations of (8.1.3). 
Let jF2 @A Qr*A be the quotient of QTC*A by this action. In light of Remark 8.1 l(2), 
there is a natural isomorphism: 
[F2 @A QTC*A g H$A. 
The module QTC*A is also an unstable module over the Steenrod operations; however, 
because of formula (8.2), IF2 @A Qz*A does not get an induced unstable structure. 
Nonetheless, [F2 @A QTC*A is a module over the sub-algebra d(O) = F2[Sq”,Sq1]/(Sq’)2 
C d of the Steenrod algebra generated by Sq” and Sq’ and the quotient map 
Qx*A + [F2 @A Qrc*A g H*pA (8.12) 
is a module over d(O). As mentioned in the introduction, the Hopf D-algebra z*A 
is determined by this d(O) module. The reader may prefer, on aesthetic grounds, to 
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have a description of the d(0) action internal to HfA, rather than have it imposed 
from the outside form c+A. We will sketch such a description. 
Choose a weak equivalence of simplicial Hopf algebras B --+ A so that F acts injec- 
tively on D*B. Then by Lemmas 4.3 and 5.8, there is a natural isomorphism 
HfA Z II+QD*B, 
where QD*B fits into the short exact sequence 
0 -+ @D*B 2 D*B -+ QD*B + 0. (8.13) 
Define the action of Sq” on H.fA to be the action induced by V on x*QD*B. Define 
the action of Sq’ to be the “Bockstein” of the short exact sequence of (8.13); thus Sql 
is the composite 
Note that SqlSql = 0 and Sq”Sql =SqlSqo. Both Sq’ and Sq” divide internal degree 
by 2. 
The claim is that this d(O) action on H*e, is the same as that considered above in 
(8.12). The proof is by the method of universal examples. Let T(Q) be the divided 
power algebra on a single primitive generator of degree k. 
Lemma 8.14. Let A E s%d. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
[A, ~WJIs.~~ ” [f&4: 
Proof. In the category of Dieudonne modules 
Hom&M, 0*&k)) = [QDdlk* 
Choose a weak equivalence B + A in s.X& so that F acts injectively on DIB. Then 
[A, ~‘“~(x/c)Ism ” [Dd, ~DJ(xdls~ 
and the result follows. 0 
Now to show that the two definitions of the d(O) structure on H.$A agree for all A, 
we need only show they agree on Hf Ff”‘r(xk) for all n and k21. This is a calculation, 
and we omit it. It is similar, but far easier, than the similar calculation given in [12, 
Section 61. 
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